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Education, to enable Senior Citizens engage….
Our focus is to empower Senior Citizens to change their own world
If a person has blurry vision & lights are turned 
up, they’ll just see a much brighter blurry 
image. But they might be able to make out 
what the image is. However, if you focus that 
image through a lens they can see the image 
distinctly with less light. 
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But what is the underlying CONSTRUCT to make meaning
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Methods
Life is hard and we need some help but I don’t want some things automated by others
main word in the subject of a clause, 
the object of a verb, or the object of 
a preposition.
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Privacy
Things I think 
about but never 
disclose externally
Things I disclose by my 
gesture/behaviour/manner/
reaction
Things I disclose by my intention 
typing/writing/searching/shopping
Behind my walls I should be safe
Loyalty cards gave you 
something for your data?
Common causes of memory loss
If a person has blurry vision and the lights are 
turned up, they’ll just see a much brighter 
blurry image. But they might be able to make 
out what the image is. However, if you focus 
that image through a lens they can see the 
image distinctly with less light. 
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Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions
Emotions are lower level responses occurring 
in the subcortical regions of the brain, the 
amygdala and the ventromedial prefrontal 
cortices, creating biochemical reactions in your 
body altering your physical state.
Feeling mental portrayal of what is going on in 
your body when you have an emotion and is 
the by-product of your brain perceiving and 
assigning meaning to the emotion, And are 
subjective being influenced by personal 
experience, beliefs, and memories.
Emotion and Feelings are different


MAIN ISSUE
Today, the welfare system is still deeply structured with assistive 
traditional methods, which are managed directly by staff, careers and 
doctors, with high demanding of time and costs.  
















EMOTIONAL DESIGN
iPhone Alarm Setting - Interface of an iPhone 3GS and iPhone 6
AFFORDANCE IN DESIGN
Round Knob and Lever style: How to open a door
KNOB HANDLE  LEVER HANDLE








LIFELONG TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRATION:
SMART PACKAGES 
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Lo copo d  Pack è quello di fav rire la fruizione delle 
 
st m nto informativo e comunicativo.
L’etichetta apposta sui prodotti tecnologici in commercio, 
l’ , come avviene già per gli 
elettrodomestici con la “ ”  
oppure nel sistema britannico di indicazione sui packaging 
delle propri à dei cibi. 
LIFELONG TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRATION:
SMART PACKAGES 


